The Spanish Society presents on exculsive, exotic and unique stage to contemporary audience. She adds a treat to the Harding's events and an unusual interpretation of the Latin American theatre. She only does not pretend to the small events but creates an innovative approach to the theatre's love. One has been compared by some critics to Saturday Night Live. Need I say more? Find yourself from the chaos of life and enter into the jungle of Spanish passion.

El Leentu
Lorena Roldan, David Benavides, Alberto Tovar, Perla Gueland, Jackline, Estefan, Lourdes Flavio, Carina Garcia

Calipso
Gema Encinas, Annita Soto, Leonor Martinez, Esther Hernandez

Sevilla
Carmen Garcia

Ezequiel
Ezequiel Martinez

Fountain
Carmen Garcia, Alba Martin

Camera
Carmen Garcia, Ricardo Velazquez

Dancing
Carmen Garcia, Ricardo Velazquez

Cast of characters:

Marina: Mary Ferraro
Antonia (3) players: Nieto Delfin
Gabriella (Is mader): Michelena Daniel
Ricardo (9) players: Benny Ferraro
Carlos (the co-worker): Mike Gagliardi
Jason: Alex Campion
Salvatore: Tony Vaccio
Gayle, special guest signer: Marfa Delfin

Written and directed by: Nicki Delfin

The story of Marina, a young woman torn between her love for her mother, herself and her modern day feelings. In the family's quest for happiness, her mother's ideas and her feelings clash. Will love endure, or will she follow her heart?